
Spring has sprung. Happy April to all. 
My daughter was accepted to the college 
of her dreams so all is well with the world. 
Maybe that’s not exactly true, but I’m 
going with it. One storm cloud on the 
horizon is the release of a new gaming 
platform, so many of you will be scouting 
out shelf space for Nintendo Switch titles.
 
Switch consoles went on sale in the US in 
early March. Nintendo predicts that this 
platform’s popularity will be akin to the 
popular Wii system that was first released 
a decade ago. You’ll see Switch games 
included among the new releases this 
month. Stock numbers begin with “SW.” 
Many of these games are rated E and E10. 
Switch games are cartridges, similar to the 
DS and 3DS games. The publisher cases 
are similar in size to the PlayStation Vita 
cases, smaller than a Wii or PlayStation 
case and larger than the 3DS.
                               
In addition to new titles, we have security 
cases, standing orders, opening day 
collections, free replacement cases, and 
custom processing. If you need samples 
or want to discuss ways to keep your 
videogame collection safe and circulating, 
please get in touch.
 
Baseball season will be underway during 
this first week of April. Can I give a shout 
out to my team? Go Yankees! 

Molly Klise, President
Thomas Klise/Crimson Multimedia

1-2 Switch
© 2017 NiNteNdo
Throw an impromptu party 
anywhere with anyone thanks to a 
new play style in which players look 
at each other-not the screen! Bring the 

action and fun into the real world as you face off 
in wild-west duels, cow-milking competitions, a 
copycat dance-off. Rated E10.
SW-ND170425 Switch  $50

Air Conflicts: Secret 
Wars
© 2017 U&i eNtertaiNmeNt
Take to the skies in seven exciting 
campaigns with a total of 49 

missions. Embark on escorting flights and patrols 
as well as defense, rescue and stealth missions. 
Fly more than 20 aircraft types from World War I 
and II. Test your mettle on your path from rookie 
to pro, picking between two difficulty levels as 
well as two game modes: arcade and simulation. 
Rated T.
P4-UI170400 PlayStation 4 $30

Anima: Gate of 
Memories: Beyond 
Fantasy Edition
© 2017 Sega
Anima: Gate of Memories tells the 

story of two beings bound by an unwilling pact, 
a legendary monster and a girl who lost her past. 
Forced to stay together, their existences will take 
an unexpected turn they discover that both have 
been involved in something sinister, a war in the 
shadows in which they will have an involuntary 
leading role. The unique Dual System allows 
you to control two different characters and 
interchange them dynamically in the middle 
of any action to create countless combinations. 
Rated T.
P4-SG170401 PlayStation 4 $50

ArmaGallant: Decks of 
Destiny
© 2017 maximUm gameS
Manage the abilities of electrifying 
creatures and magical spells, forming 

powerful decks to unleash upon your enemies. 
Will you strategically position your army around 
the map, go out like a spellcasting maniac, 
or utilize your environment to gain a tactical 
advantage? The choice is up to you. As you win 
battles, you will unlock the ability to bolster 
your army. From securing strategic map points 
to casting the right spells at exactly the right 
time, ArmaGallant: Decks of Destiny is an epic and 
exhilarating journey. Rated E10.
P4-MX170402 PlayStation 4 $20

ATV Renegades
© 2017 U&i eNtertaiNmeNt
Prepare yourself for extreme air 
and jaw-dropping showmanship 
in this nitro-charged ATV racing 

experience! Travel the world visiting tracks in 
the USA, Thailand, England, Russia, Canada, 
and Mexico. Speed around 24 challenging 
courses hitting epic jumps and earning “Nitro” 
by unleashing dozens of wild tricks! Compete 
against a friend in any unlocked event. Rated E.
P4-UI170403 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-UI170403 Xbox One $30

Bulletstorm: Full Clip 
Edition
© 2017 gearbox
Step into the boots of Grayson 
Hunt after a crash landing on an 

abandoned resort planet forces him to make 
a hard choice: survival or revenge. An exiled 
member of the elite assassin group Dead Echo, 
Grayson’s blind desire for vengeance finds 
his crew stranded on Stygia where he can 
finally confront the commander behind his 
betrayal and get his team off the planet alive. 
Battle your way through throngs of Stygia’ s 
mutated inhabitants, performing masterful kills 
throughout the single-player campaign, any 
one of 30 competitive score-challenge, or 12 co-
operative multiplayer maps. Rated M.
P4-GE170404 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-GE170404 Xbox One $60

Just Dance 2017
© 2017 UbiSoft
The dance floor is heating up with 
the greatest entry in the Just Dance 
franchise to date. Featuring over 40 
of the hottest tracks on the planet, 

you’ll never miss a beat! Create workout 
routines and count calories burned with Sweat 
+ Playlists, and dance with others and try to 
beat high scores in Just Dance mode. Rated E10.
SW-UB170426 Swtich  $60

The Legend of Zelda: 
Breath of the Wild
© 2017 NiNteNdo
Step into a world of discovery, 
exploration, and adventure in The 
Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, a 

boundary-breaking new game in the acclaimed 
series. Travel across vast fields, through forests, 
and to mountain peaks as you discover what 
has become of the kingdom of Hyrule in this 
stunning game. Rated E10.
SW-ND170424 Switch  $60
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Super Bomberman R
© 2017 KoNami
Dive into the simple yet addictive 
gameplay of Super Bomberman by 
controlling the main character, 
placing bombs, and battling 

enemies and rivals with a modern visual 
style including 3D stages and photo-realistic 
graphics. Take out adversaries in Story mode 
to clear a series of 50 unique stages in order 
to save the galaxy. Super Bomberman R makes 
full use of the Nintendo Switch’s first of its 
kind system capabilities which allows gamers 
to play where ever, whenever and with 
whomever they choose. Rated E10.
SW-KO170423 Switch  $50

Syberia 3
© 2017 UbiSoft
After abandoning the Island of 
Syberia, Kate Walker is dying at 
the edge of an unknown river. 

Fortunately, she is rescued by the Youkole 
Tribe. Stranded in their village, she must find 
a way out by unraveling mysteries while 
evading enemies from her past. Dive into a 
world inhabited by fascinating characters and 
discover an incredible tale imagined by Benoit 
Sokal. Rated T.
P4-UB170418 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-UB170418 Xbox One $50

This Is The Police
© 2017 THQ
Dive into a deep story of 
corruption, crime and intrigue. 
Take the role of gritty Police Chief 

Jack Boyd, and come face to face with the ugly 
underbelly of Freeburg, a city spiraling the 
drain. Will Jack reach his retirement with a nice 
stack of bills, or will he end up broken ... or 
worse? Rated M.
P4-TH170420 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-TH170420 Xbox One $20

Vikings: Wolves of 
Midgard
© 2017 KalypSo media
Travel the realms of earthly 
Midgard, freezing Niflheim and 

boiling Balheim, either as a fierce Viking 
warrior or merciless shieldmaiden. Choose 
between four difficulty levels to suit your 
skills and talents. Do you dare attempt the 
unrelenting hardcore mode? Rated M.
P4-KM170421 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-KM170421 Xbox One $60

Yooka-Laylee
© 2017 U&i eNtertaiNmeNt
Explore huge, beautiful worlds. 
Meet and beat an unforgettable cast 
of characters and horde a vault-

load of shiny collectibles as buddy-duo Yooka 
(the green one) and Laylee (the bat with the big 
nose). Embark on an epic adventure to thwart 
corporate creep Capital B! Rated E10.
P4-UI170422 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-UI170422 Xbox One $40

Lego City Undercover
© 2017 WarNer broS.
Join the Chase! In Lego City 
Undercover, play as Chase McCain, 
a police officer who’s been tasked 

with going undercover to hunt down the 
notorious -- and recently escaped -- criminal 
Rex Fury and putting an end to his city-wide 
crime wave. With two-player co-op, friends can 
explore the sprawling open-world metropolis 
that is Lego City, with more than 20 unique 
districts to investigate, car thieves to bust, 
hilarious movie references to discover, vehicles 
to drive, and hundreds of collectibles. Lego 
City Undercover brings together witty, original 
storytelling with signature LEGO humor to 
create a fun-filled experience for players of all 
ages to enjoy. Rated E10.
P4-WB170407 PlayStation 4 $60
SW-WB170407 Switch  $60
WU-WB170407 Wii U  $40
X1-WB170407 Xbox One $60

Locks Quest
© 2017 THQ
You play as Lock, a boy who 
stumbles upon an invasion of his 
Village, which triggers a wider 

war between Kingdom Force and a revived 
Clockwork Army, led by the nefarious Lord 
Agony. A gripping story unfolds as you 
progress through 75 Days of warfare, across a 
dozen unique maps, aided by a collection of 
turrets, traps and special attacks. Rated E10.
P4-TH170408 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-TH170408 Xbox One $20

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe
© 2017 NiNteNdo
Hit the road with the definitive 
version of Mario Kart 8 and play 
anytime, anywhere! Race your 
friends or battle them in a revised 

battle mode on new and returning battle 
courses. Rated E.
SW-ND170409 Switch  $60

Persona 5
© 2017 atlUS
Persona 5 follows a group of 
troubled high school students who 
live dual lives as Phantom Thieves. 

They have the typically ordinary day-to-day 
of a Tokyo high schooler, but also undertake 
fantastical adventures by using otherworldly 
powers to enter the hearts of people. Their 
power comes from the Persona, the Jungian 
concept of the “self.” The game’s heroes realize 
that society forces people to wear masks to 
protect their inner vulnerabilities, and by 
literally ripping off their protective masks and 
confronting their inner selves do the heroes 
awaken their inner power, and use it to strive to 
help those in need. Rated M.
P3-AT170412 PlayStation 3 $50
P4-AT170412 PlayStation 4 $60

Puyo Puyo Tetris
© 2017 Sega
Two puzzle game juggernauts 
collide as Tetris, one of the largest-
selling and recognized brands in 
gaming history, and Puyo Puyo from 

SEGA join forces to create a fun-to-play, fast-
paced, competitive party game like no other! 
Up to 4 players will get to choose whether to 
play the classic Tetris or Puyo modes to compete 
against each other, or they can try any of the 
game’s inventive fusion modes, including 
one where players have to master both Puyo 
Puyo AND Tetris together! Whether it’s trying 
to top the online leaderboards of worldwide 
competition or just being the best player on 
your couch, this one delivers maximum puzzle 
fun. Rated E10.
P4-SG170413 PlayStation 4 $30
SW-SG170413 Switch  $40

RBI Baseball 2017
© 2017 U&i eNtertaiNmeNt
RBI Baseball 17 returns with high-
octane baseball action. Take control 
of your game with reactive pitching 

and batting systems that allow for in-the-
moment decisions.Enjoy 30 authentic ballparks, 
advanced stat tracking, season game sims and 
roster updates throughout the season. Dominate 
against the CPU, or take on your friends on the 
couch and online. RBI Baseball is back. You gotta 
come ready to play! Rated E.
P4-UI170414 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-UI170414 Xbox One $20

The Silver Case  
© 2017 Sega
1999 - the “24 Wards.” A string of 
mysterious serial killings plagues 
the city. The detectives of the 24 

Wards Heinous Crimes Unit have their eyes 
on one man: Kamui Uehara, legendary serial 
killer and assassin of a number of government 
officials 20 years prior in the now-famous 
“Silver Case.” However, nobody knows who-or 
what-Kamui really is. As the player, you will 
take control of the protagonist-a member of the 
Special Forces Unit known as “Republic”-from 
a first-person perspective. Inspired by classic 
adventure and visual novel-style games, The 
Silver Case offers a fresh and unique gameplay 
experience as it leads the player through an 
in-depth story containing various puzzles, and 
uncovering the truth piece by piece. Rated M.
P4-SG170419 PlayStation 4 $30

Sniper Ghost Warrior 3
© 2017 City iNteraCtive
Go behind enemy lines with the 
ultimate modern military shooter. 
Choose your missions across an 

unforgiving open world. Explore large open 
world maps with dynamic weather and a day/
night cycle that actually impacts your play and 
decisions. Sniper Ghost Warrior 3 is the story of 
brotherhood, faith and betrayal in a land soaked 
in the blood of civil war. Rated M.
P4-CI170415 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-CI170415 Xbox One $60

Sign up to get this monthly 
newsletter via email! Go to: 
www.crimsoninc.com and click 
on “subscribe to our monthly 

e-newsletter.”


